
HEAT RESISTANT GLASS FOR

HORECA



The Karlovy Vary porcelain factory G.BENEDIKT, founded in 1881, combines master craftsmanship   
and precision in porcelain production. Since the foundation stone of our porcelain factory was laid,   
we have become synonymous with top quality porcelain. Today, we are one of the largest porcelain factories  
in the Czech Republic, specializing mainly in the production of hotel porcelain. By combining unique tradition 
and modern design, we create porcelain that not only captivates with its beauty, but also fully meets  
the demands of practicality and functionality. Over time we have found important collaborators and allies  
in Austria and Switzerland, the companies Lilien Austria and Suisse Langenthal. Today, together we form  
the „G.BENEDIKT GROUP“. Despite the different countries of origin, we have one thing  
in common - extremely durable porcelain that deserves your attention. G.BENEDIKT is more   
than just porcelain; it is a symbol of Czech craftsmanship that proudly represents the Czech Republic  
in the world.

SIMAX is a trademark of the KAVALIERGLASS, a.s. glassworks in Sázava,   
which is one of the world‘s leading producers of borosilicate or boiling glass 
with more than 185 years of tradition. SIMAX boiling glass products are smooth  
and non-porous, perfectly transparent, catalytically indifferent, corrosion-resistant 
even in demanding operation up to 300°C without sudden temperature changes.  
In addition to household glassware such as teapots, jugs or mugs, the glassworks also produces 
industrial and laboratory glassware. Most of the production is exported to more than 90 countries.



The glass factory KAVALIERGLASS, a.s. implemented the quality system according 
to ČSN ISO 9001 standard, which is regularly justified at the Prague certification 
authority branch. This system guarantees, that all defined requirements  
are observed in all phases of the production cycle. From customer satisfaction 
surveys, customerś requirements implementation, buing raw materials, production 
preparation, production itself, handling of waste, final control, packaging, shipping 
and selling to the customers and feedback processing.

SIMAX glass which is remarkable for its high temperature and chemical resistance. 
All the products are classified as food-contact suitable and have a health safety 
certificate. SIMAX glass also meets hygiene standards. It is non-porous, inert to hot 
and aggressive fluids effects, it does not flavours or odours. 

SIMAX pressed products are hardened. It means that the products go through  
a controlled process, during which a pressure stress is created on the surface  
of the walls and this pressure is constantly protecting the product from mechanical 
and thermal shock. This pressure also increases it´s resistance from breaking  
or cracking.
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Drinkware



DRINK WAREDRINK WARE

2552/2
Charme mug 25 cl

203
coffee maker 100 cl

OPT1716
saucer 16 cm

2363/2
glass lungo 18 cl

OPT1716
saucer 16 cm

OPT1716
saucer 16 cm

2612/4
Lyra mug 40 cl

2642/4
Karina mug 35 cl

5482
milk mug 25 cl



DRINK WAREDRINK WARE

G4Q1714
saucer 14 cm

OPT0647
mug 47 cl

OPT0627
mug 27 cl

OPT0814
cup 14 cl

OPT0808
cup 08 cl

OPT0827
cup 27 cl

G4Q1714
saucer 14 cm

G4Q1716
saucer 16 cm

3240/MET
Charme jug 110 cl

179
tea for one 35 cl

3243
Marta jug 150 cl

3553
Jana jug 60 cl

2544/L/S
pitcher with ice-insert

and sieve 250 cl

2544/L
pitcher with ice-insert 250 cl



DRINK WAREDRINK WARE

2546
carafe Indis 110 cl

RIB1415 
bowl 15 cm

40151/6
glass straws 15 cm

40201/6
glass straws 20 cm

41201/6
glass straws 20 cm

2152/CTG
coffee to go 30 cl

2102/CTG
coffee to go 40 cl

2152/2
glass dual 30 cl

2102/2
glass dual 40 cl



OST 9806
beer coaster 12 cm

OST 9807
beer coaster 12 cm

OZD 9803
beer mug 50 cl

DRINK WAREDRINK WARE

2312
beer glass 50 cl

20010
jug Klasik 150 cl

20020
jug Klasik 100 cl

20030
jug Klasik 50 cl

20050
jug cylinder 100 cl

20060
jug cylinder 200 cl

20070
jug Agra 250 cl



10140/LC
carafe Bastia with cork 100 cl

10150/LC
carafe Bastia with cork 50 cl

10140
carafe Bastia 100 cl

10150
carafe Bastia 50 cl

10080/LB
pure bottle 50 cl

DRINK WAREDRINK WARE

10110/MET
pure aqua bottle 50 cl

10110/MET/N
pure aqua bottle 50 cl

10120/MET
pure aqua bottle 100 cl

10120/MET/N
pure aqua bottle 100 cl



HORECA



5522
bowl 60 cl

HORECAHORECA

5402
bowl blown 10 cl

5412
bowl blown 30 cl

5422
bowl blown 75 cl

5432
bowl blown 150 cl

5442
bowl blown 250 cl

5512
bowl 27 cl

7127
oval baking dish 220 cl

7126
oval baking dish 300 cl

7276
oval baking dish 400 cl

5452/4
fingerfood bowl 20 cl

5462/4
fingerfood bowl 20 cl

6616
mixing bowl 50 cl

6626
mixing bowl 130 cl

6636
mixing bowl 250 cl

6646
mixing bowl 350 cl



HORECAHORECA

6053
Nyko pot 100 cl

6063
Nyko pot 150 cl

6073
Nyko pot 200 cl

5132/LW
storage container 

with wooden lid 180 cl

5142/LW
storage container 

with wooden lid 140 cl

5162/LW
storage container 

with wooden lid 50 cl

5132/L
storage container 

with plastic lid 180 cl

5152/L
storage container 

with plastic lid 80 cl

10010
carafe Rondo 100 cl5162/L

storage container 
with plastic lid 50 cl

5152/LW
storage container 

with wooden lid 80 cl

5142/L
storage container 

with plastic lid 140 cl





NOTES

ACCESSORIES
L = lid, S = sieve/strainer, MET = metal sieve, F = glassfilter, P = profile, K = knob, LW = wooden lid, CTG = Coffee to go, 
N = neoprene sleeve, IND = induction, LC = cork



G. Benedikt Karlovy Vary s.r.o.

1. máje 30
CZ-360 06 Karlovy Vary
Tel.: + 420 353 406 111
Fax: + 420 353 406 325
info@gbkv.cz
www.gbenedikt.cz

Lilien Austria GmbH

Dr. Adolf Altmannstrasse 30
A-5020 Salzburg
Tel.: +430 662 824 176
Fax: +430 662 830 177
office@lilien.at
www.lilien.at

Porzellanfabrik Langenthal AG

Bleienbachstrasse 22
CH-4900 Langenthal
Tel.: + 410 62 919 04 04
Fax: + 410 62 919 04 00
info@suisse-langenthal.ch
www.suisse-langenthal.ch


